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American Elegists
Silver meadow, the upland meadow with a path.
The field with a stand of sumac, the understory where
rabbits browse, and the field of red-tipped grass.
Full summer with the dual rising whine
of pesky flies and, up the field, a chainsaw
where workers clear trees to build a house.
Now woodland sunflowers next to yarrow, white,
take over in the sun, and purple vetch in shade
replaces dame's rocket that wafted its scent
all through the woods. I shake my head, no,
nothing elegiac in July's hot air. and yet
the robins seem to sing it at dawn and at dusk.
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They group on the cool lawns. sometimes threesometimes one adult and two or more
immatures with spotted breasts. They run forward
a few steps. spread out wings halfway and then
stop, twist an eye down to the ground before
spearing at something. gobbling it up.
They sing only from the trees, never the ground.
I used to overlook them, longing for the fleet
hummingbird, buzzing and dazzling. or for the bright
goldfinch in yellow and black. Its looping flight
was one of its trademarks. never the song.
The robin seems to warble on the margins, slim,
of either waking or drifting off-its song part
dawn dreamscape. partly sorrow, harbinger of change.
the flowering about to come, or of the slow decline
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any heart will go through. any forest or field,
the woman who has lifted many children up
now taken to rest, or nearly to that point.
In my hand I cup two halves of a round seedpod,
each a cup itself, and in one half you could drink
the bitter and in the other only the sweet, the way
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I startled and then considered its color-the outside a dull,
nubbly. ordinary brown, the inside a lavender-pink wash
like the concave hidden lining of a vein, or a heart.

for my mother
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Patricia (lark's work appeared in Atlantic Monthly (Aprilzo02)
and another poem is forthcoming there; other recent work
has appeared in Poetry Magazine and in Slate. She recently
received a Creative Artist Grant from Art Serve Michigan for
a project involving poems about the Grand River for which
she will also conduct some community workshops.

